
Dear Friends, 
  
For the first time in Hungary we are organizing the IGP FH Carpathian Cup 
that is an international invitational competition between 8-10th of 
November 2019. 
We are planning it to be a tradition what would be held every year at this 
time.  
Regarding the wandering cup, the team that wins 3 times in a row can 
keep the wandering cup for good. From the teams with the two highest 
scores are counted in the team race.  
Also individual competitors will be awarded. Each country can register 3+1 
competitors (if the number of competitors is more than 3+1 we will let you 
know). We kindly ask you to register with then maximum number of 
competitors to raise the Carpathian Cup to an international level. 
We also would like raise the standard of this event to be similar to a 
European and World Championship because every year there is only one 
international competition so this is why our team has decided to organize 
the Carpathian Cup from year to year. 
We kindly ask you to help us raise the standard of this event by registering 
more countries. 
Our plan for the year 2020 is to organize an IGP FH European 
Championship in this area and also, if everything goes fine in 2021 maybe 
an IGP FH World Cup as well. 
A few words about the event’s location: Kincsem Lovaspark, 
Tápiószentmárton, Hungary. There are apartments, with 2-4 bed rooms 
suitable for 180 guests. So every competitor could be in one place that 

would create a really good race and great mood.  
About the tracking area: at least ~30km around Kincsem Park. It would be 
grass/plow/pasture. 
Registration deadline for each country: 10th of September 2019 
Registration deadline for competitors/country: 8th of October 2019 
We would like to ask you to keep the timing and deadlines so we can 
prepare well with the organizations. 
Detailed information will be available on www.nyomkoveto-kutyasok-se.hu 
website and also on Caniva. 
Entry fee: 70EUR/competitor 
Booking: kincsemlovaspark@gmail.com 
 
 
 



On Saturday there will be a delicious Hungarian „gala” dinner with 
unlimited consumption of coffee/wine/beer for 30 EUR/person. 

After dinner: Party time  with music. 
  
The invited countries are: Hungary, Belgium, Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech 
Republic, Estonia, Croatia (Peter Masa, Dravko), Italy, Israel, Germany, 
Austria, The Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Slovakia (Peter, Igor), Slovenia, 
Switzerland. 
 
Organizer: Hungary – Nyomkövet  Kutyások Egyesülete 

For replies, more information and questions please contact nfo@nyomkoveto-kutyasok-se.hu

 
 
 
Best regards: 
 
Pálffi Imre 
Chairman 
 

Páffi Imre 
Nyomkövet  Kutyások SE 
tel.: +36309335944 
nyomkoveto-kutyasok-se.hu


